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1. Introduction 

Now it ia well eatabliahed that the low-temperature phenomena 

found in glaaaea can also occur in crystals. (Ackerman et aI. 1981; 

Fischer et aI. 1981). For a large group 01' disordered solids the 

results 01' thermal,~tra80n1c, dielectric and other measurements do 

not confirm th~ current Debye-theory. It has been thought that these 

anomalies can be attributed to th~ amorphous structure itself by the 

lack 01' long-range order. However, topological disorder ia n~t suf

ficient for glassy behaviour (Gardner and Anderson, 1981; Lõruleysen 

et aI., 1981), and the magnitude 01' various effecte is not decisive 

for characterizing its general physical origin (Fischer, 1983). Be

sides the existence 01' certain localized ex~itationst the corre

lation 01' different low-temperature phenomena appears to be the 

moat important .characteristic 01' glassy behaviour. 

A phenomenological tUlmeling model ia usually favoured to expIam 

the effect,although there is no reliable information about. the natu

re 01' the tunneling entities (Phillips, 1981). Ther~fore,any inter

pretation of experimental results in a long run means their conver

sion to certain assumptionBconcerning the properties 01' low excit~

tion spectra. On that account ferroelectric cryatala serve as excel

lent aamples for an investigation 01' glasay be~viour due to a high 

sensitivity 01' dielectric conátant to low-lying excitations and a 

strong correlation 01' glassy anomaliea to characteristic lattice 

properties (Fiacher. 1983) suggesting an important role 01' the 

disorder 01' the domain structure. 

A recent paper deala with an analysis 01' dielectric and thermal 

properties 01' relaxation ferroelectrics (Fiacner, 1986). For tempe

ratures T~1K it haa been found that the glassy anomalies can be 
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explained using the tunneling model with a constant density of states. 

However, no confirmation was found for the presence of any energy-de

pendent density of tunneling states at higher temperatures. It is the 

purpose of the preeent paper to give a further analysis of these 

low-temperature phenomena in dielectric constant and thermal conducti 

vityat T>1K and to show some 'substantial results of a new appro

ach to understanding the physical origin of the glassy behaviour 

(Fischer, 198). 

2. Experimental Results and Discussion 

The general behaviour of the complex dielectric constant of 

disordered solids is similar to the results obtained ~or a 

SrO.5BaO.5(Nb206)-single orystal (fig.1)~ The logaritbmdo dependenoe 

4.l ll = A1 tn +; can be explained by rele.xation oca.t1Er.fng on two

-level system with a constant density of states Po • 

The upper lOgari thmic dependence â E/E. :a A1 in ~ (1 a) 

at T~10K is auggested to be caused bJ a process not adhering to 

the tunneling model, and thus the intermediate dependence 

4!/t - T2 (1b) is the cross-over between the two 

different mechaniams. The upper process is characterized by a broad 

peak in dielectric losses, and it is thought to be thermally activa

ted. Suoh peaks -are also known in ultrasound a ttenuation ~or a larga 

amount of amorphous soiids. 

Usually these effecta are explained by the standard Debye-model 

wh~rethe:lmaglnar:J'part .sUBceptibility is given byz
 

I' 1 CAI-r
.X (w~T) ,.., T (2) 
+ (c.rr)2 

with thermally activated relaxation time 

't"":::z 1/~p ='t'"oexp (Ea/KBT) , 

. where CA) is the measuring frequency. 

2 

E ia an activation energy and 'lo some "e:ttempt-to-jump"a 
time. Thua,any ooncreta process oan be oharaoterized by ita aotivation 

~ -
energy E • However, a large amount of· experimental results shows a 
that the peaks are much wider than those predicted by (2). Analogous 

to the tunneling states model, it becomes necessary to postulate a 

b~oad distribution of activation energies g(Ea), again without any 

reasonable justification. Often the distribution g(ia) required to 

fit the data is unphysical. This current treatment of experimental 

results by Debye-response does not add new information to our know

ledge of glassy behaviour although intuitively it seems to be justi 

fied owing to the disorder in glasses. 
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3. Glasey Behaviour and Universal Dielectric Response 

An alternative approach to the "Non-Debye" behaviour in die

lectric relaxation is given in the conception of univereal dielectric 

responee (UDR) theory (Jonscher, 1977a). It hae been found that the 

dielectric reeponse of a wide range of solids etrongly departs from 

the Debye model showing a remarkably common pattern. 

~his can be characterized by the dielectric losses )C obeying 

X' (w)..., W n-1 at c.J ~ tAJ" with O:!!':n S 1. D) 

This anomalous behaviour regarding Debye-theory is largely indepen

dent of the type of physical structure, chemical type, chemical bon

ding, polarizing species or geometry. The empirioal law (3) has the' 

unique property that its Kramers-Kronig transformation gives the same 

functional form leading to the "universal" law of dielectric response: 

X' ~Co.») / X' { tA») ,. cot (n ;11'/2 ) 

serving as general criterion of dielectric relaxation in Bolids. 

Owing to thermal activated relaxation, equation (3) can be completed 

to the empirical formula: 

" 1 [ )1.-n -ml-1
-X (Co), T) - 'T ( ~p ... ( ~,,) . (4) 

It was suggested that m is a function of n. anq so the complete 

,los8 peak is a unique function of the parameter n only (Ngai, 

1919a; Ngai and Wh1te, 1979). A schematic rep~sentation of the 

various· observed types of dielectric response over the range of 80

lids shows that the value of n characterizes the interaction 

strength between the polarizing species (Table 1). The universality 

of this "Bon-Debye" relaxation suggests that the general mechanism 

is due to many-body interactions. Por the discussion of a possible. 

mechanism,first a "screened-hopping" model .as proposed interpreting 

the 10ss peak as a result of sequential intérplay of two different 

types of deca~'prócess in the time domain (JODscher, 1917b). Thà re

orUmtat10n of certab charged particles or' dipolesis accompanled by the 

4 

reaction of the surroundings relaxing into a new equilibrium. It haa 

been poatulated that such a behaviour can be described by an infrared 

'divergence mechanism associated with the exist~nce of Some ubiquitoua 

low-energy excitations in the system (Ngai and White, 1979). 

Table 1. Systematization of Dielectric Reaponae of Solids
 
(Ngai and White, 1979)
 

n Polarization Interaction Types of Solida 
Unit 

O dipoles non-iriteraction 

< 0.3 dipoles nearest-neighbour liquida, p-n junc
(liquid-like)	 • tions, ferroelect

rics at high fre
quences, cryogenic
polymers, liquid
cryetals 

~ 0 45 dipoles nearest-neighbour polymers

(liquid-like) glasees }>Tg
 

> 0.6 dipoles many-body polymers J< T
interactions glasses g

(solid-like) clathrates, 
ferroelectrics at 
low frequencieslTc 

n1 < 0.3 hopping ,many-body Me-p-alumina

interactions
 

n2 > 0.6 charges (electronic

hopping,ions)
 

lattice many-body highly puren - 1 dipoles interactions lattices 

Taking into account an assembly of two:level systems, the interaction 

between the loca~ units will give a complete description of the sus

ceptibility data (Dissado and Hill, 1979). 

A detailed analysis of the complex of experimental results and 

of the various theoretical conceptions leads to the conclusion that 

the UDR an~ glaasy behaviour are two aspects of a common and quite 

universal relaxation mechanism not adhering to Debye-theory and typ~~> 
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cal for a wíde range of solíds (Fischer; 1983). Therefore it ia not 

surprising that Table 1 íncludes alI solids showíng glassy behaviour e 

4. Calculation 

It appears that the broad maximum in dielectric losses as a cha

racteristic of glasay behaviour should be analysed in terms of the 

UDR-concept. For the first calculations,it is appropriate to use the 

simple empiric formula (4) irrespective of any theoretical model. 

For example, the fit for the above SBN {50% Ba)-aample is shown in 

fig.2.A three Jevel fl.tting scheme W8S used to determine n,m and 

GJo• ~	 • The value found for n ( ~ 0.83) corresponds to the 
• 

schematic representation of Table 1 and emphaaizes the high degree 

.' .llt 1'\_ SrO.sBoO•s(Nb2Oe)
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Fi~.2.	 D1eleotr10 10ss ,peak of SrO.5BO.5{Nb206). The so11d l1ne 
is a tit ot Bq.(4) to the data. The titted p~eterB 
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of dipole-dipole interaction in this single crystal. From these re

sultà an	 activation energy Ea/KB = 435K is deduced. However,as was 

shown by Ngai (1979a) E is only an apparent activation energy rea
 
lated to the actual activation energy Eà :
 

by Ea a {1 - n}Ea giving Ea/KB a 74K. 

The Kramers-Kronig transformation givea the variation of the real 

part afd:ielectric susceptibili ty shown in the inset of fig.2. For 

t,r< 50K numerical calculations produce the variation 

~( T ) • A2 • lnT/T2• (A2 a 0.86; T2• 15.3K) 

in confirmation of the experimental results (A2 = 0.90; T2 = 15.6K). 

Thus, a good agreement with the experimental results is found by 

analysing this characteristic glassy anomaly with the use of the 

UDR-concept. 

5. Correlation of Low-Temperature Phenomena 

A strong correlation between thermal conductivity À and die

lectric relaxation was found by Fischer (1983). Thus, for instance,À 

showa the well-known plateau-behaviourejust in the sarne region of 

temperatures where E. obeya (1b). It waa auggested that Eq.{1b) 

ia due to the cross-over to the relaxation m~hanism characterized 

by the broad peak in dielectric losses with increasing temperature • 

The correlation can be also illustrated by the striking agreement 

between the temperature fitting the results corresponding toT2, 
(1a), (Pig.2),and too nean temperature T of the atrong phonon scatter.lngp 
(plateau) in thermal conductivity. Table 2 shows that this correlatian 
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was found in both amorphous and crystalline materiaIs, and it is 

thought to be a general one. The two PLZT-samples ehow that the cor

relation retains regardless of large structural relaxation effects. 

It was found by Ackerman et aI. (1981) that the specific heat C 

also appears to be correlated with the plateau in À • From the 

dielectric results we can extrapolate to an analogous correlation 

for acoustic relaxation. 

Table 2 

single crystals: 

polycrystals: 

amorphous solids: 

SBN(50% Ba) 

SrTi03 
KH2P04 

PLZT 8.5/65/35 

PLZT 8/65/35 

PbxSr1_xTi03 
x = O 

x = 0.005 

x = 0.055 

x • 0.12 

Cenusil (a) 

BK7 (b) 

T2/K 

15.6 

2 

9 

7.5 

45 

2 

?4 

6.5 

8 

9 

10 

Tp/K 

15 

2 

10 

8 

40 

2 

2.2 

7.5 

7.5 

7 

10 

Thus, the above consideration and the results of numerical cal

culations obtained for SBN suggest a generalization of the UDR-inter

pretation for the other aolids. 

For the mechanical and electrical relaxation peaka in j.3-alu

mina an analogoua interpretation waa given by Almond ando Weat (1981). 

For a.theoretical interpretation the UDR waa attributed to a univer~ 

sal mechaniam aimilar to infrared-divergence responae (Mahan, 1974). 

The unifying featurea of other low-frequency fluctuation, diaaipation 

and relaxation phenomena were demonatrated by Ngai (1979b). The atrrng 

correlation of thermal" dielectric and acoustic anomalies suggeate for 

thermal conductivity data an interpretation in terms of the univer

sal response concept (Fischer, 1983). 

Thus, the typical plateau-behaviour can be explained as a reault 

of phonon scattering at excitations aeen in the broad dielectric and 

acoustic relaxation peaka. Theae excitations are characterized by the 

well-defined activation energy E without any need ~f a broad apeca, 
trum g'(Ea). The phonon mean free path l(tJ) is given then by the 

fluctuation-dissipation theorem: 

1-1 ( "", T) - (exp &-' - 1)-1 • X"(tJ, T). (5) 
B 

At present there ia no satisfactory explanation of the p1ateau in 

J\ • However, regarding the dominant phonons t.) Dom' Eqs. (4) 

and	 (5) immedíately give a simple physical explanation. ,nc,.) Dom (Tp) = E	 (6)a 
! 

1.e.rthe plateau at T is due to strong phonon scattering on thep
1: 

characteristic excitation Ea• So it is not surprising to find addi

1 tiona1 contribution to specific heat data at Tp• The value of 
" ~ 
p	 Ea/KB • 74K obtained from the die1ectric resulto for the BBB sample
:j 

ia in good conflrmation with the main Elnoteln-mode (9E • 71:K)foundi 

* (a) - from Scheibner (1983), (b) - from Anthony and Andereon (1979). 

6.	 Generalization of the UDR-Conception 

For alI eolids exhibiting glassy behaviour in general ~ broad . 
peak	 in dielectric, acoustic and mechanical relaxation can be found 

although, in particular, the effect may be masked by some additional in specific heat measuremento on 8 SBR (55~ Ba)-aingle cryatal 

excitations. (Henning ei aI., 1982). Taking into account Eqa.(4) and (5), the 
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"nonrosonant" scattering on tunneIing states (Zaitlii.L and Anderson, 

1975) with an energy-dependent density of states ~(E) becomes no ne

cessary for an interpretation of A . Thua, it was suggested to use 

a rosonant terro tunneling state scattering, iR-'" with constant
8$ 

denslty P , ~ relaxation procesB according to Eqs.(4) and (5) ando 

the scattering on point defects to expIain the characteristic glassy 

behaviaur in À (Fischer, 198). Using for the first examination 

the relaxation term (4) with parametera found by the X" -fit for the 

SBN(50% Ba)-crystal (fig.2),a three-level f1t wlth the above scatterlng 

processes gives a good agreement with the thermal conduct1vlty resul~ 

obtained for a S~N()9% Ba)-crystal (Hãssler, 1984). In general, vari

ous resulta of A for different materiaIs can be simuIated by 

changing the contribution of theB~ processes being under 

discuaaion as seen in fig.). 
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Conclusions 

The analyais of the dloleotric resulta of crystalline ferraelec

trics shawa that the brond relnxotlon penk found in amorphous solids 

can be oxplnined by 8 univeronl Non-Debyo-relaxatlon proceas causod 

by a certain mechnniem of many-body lntoraot1one. A aingle activation 

energy ia efficlent for oharaeterlzlng tha process, and it is pro

posed that thia parameter is correlated with the structural excita

tioDS decisive for dynamic phase fluctuations in the ahort range ar

der. Thua, for instance, in the case of the SBN-crystal one can pro

pose that E deacribes the configuration tunneling of the Nb06-oca 
tahedra between the T1 and T2 phaae (Ngai and Reinecke, 1977). 

The obtained strong correlation between the thermal conductivity and 

dielectric reaulta ia found to be a aubstantial feature of glassy be

haviour. The generalization of the universal responae conception to tire 

thermal conductivity givea a simple explanation of the plateau in 

À and of the corresponding correlation between dielectric" ther

mal and acouatic anomalies in diaordered aolids. Eqs. (4) and (5) are 

confirmed by a apecial experiment dividing thia interpretation from 

the two-level model (or similar conceptiona) in a principIe mannar. 

Thia question will be considered in the following paper. 
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Clo1nbHO Ae<tleKTHblx r aepnux T6n 

AI-13neKTplo1~eCKaR pOn81(CB~lo1n k TennOD~e CDoHcTeB cerHeT03neKTpI-14eCKI-1X 
Kplo1CTannOB npl-1 HI-13KI-1X TeMnepsTyp8x nponDnn~T T8KIo1e me aHOManl-1l-1,KaK 1-1 Y He
ynopRAo4eHH~X TDepA~X DO~OCTD.npl-1 T > 1K 3TI-1 BHOManlo11-1 MomHO OÔbRCHI-1Tb B 

paMKax YHIo1DepcanbHoro npouecca pon8KCDUl-1101 HOAe6aeecKoro Tl-1na,KOTop~H npeA-" 
nonomlo1TenbHO RDnnOTcn cnOACTDMeM HeKooro o~~ero MeXBHIo13MB MHor04aCTI-14HOrO 
D38HMOAOAcTDl-1n. OAHO 3HoprHR 8KTIo1oaUIo1101 En AocTaT04HB AnR Onl-1CaHI-1R 1-1 WI-1PO
Koro MOKCHMYMQ D TOMnQpQTYPHO~ SSDI-1CI-1MOCTI-1 Alo13neKTplo1~ecKlo1x nOTepb, 1-1 nnaTO 
o TonnonpoDoAHOCTH. 3TOT HOD~H nOAxoA ABeT D ~acTHoctl-1 npocTY~ <tl1-131-14ecKY~' 

MHTOpnpOTOUI-1~ npl-14HH, o~HapymeHH~x Y 8MOp$H~X De~eCTB KoppenRUHH MemAY 
p83H~MH TennoD~MH, AIo13nDI(Tplo1~aCKI-1MH H aKYCTIo1~eCKI-1MI-1 aHOManI-1RMH. 

PO~oTQ D~nonHeHD D fla60pBToPl-11-1 BWCOKI-1X 3Heprl-1H O~RH~ 

np01Tp101T 06'b0llHJlemroro IDIClBTYTa RJ:(epHbIX uccrrenoaanaã, Jly6Ha 1986 

FTscher E. E8'-86-235
 
A New Approach to the Glassy
 
Behaviour of Disordered Solids
 

At 10w temperatures the dlelectrlc relaxatlon and thermal propertles 
of ferroelectric crystals exhlblt the same behaviour known for dlsordered 

I	 sol.ds. At T > 1K these anomal res can be explalned by a universal Non-Debye 
relaxatlon proce~B duo to many-body Interactlons. A sln91e actlvatlon ener
gy 15 offlcront for chorocterlzlng both a broad peak In dlelectrlc losses 
and a plotoou-l Iko alopo In thormnl conductlvlty. The new approach glves 
a slmplo phyalcal oxplanotlon 0' tho ccrrolotlon between thermal, dlelec- : 
trlc and ultrasonla anomal1oa In dlaordorod lollds. 

The Investlgotlon haa boan porformad at tho Loboratory of Hlgh
 
Energles, JINR.
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